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•
SUMMARY
Consider a sequence of independent random variables {Xi: 1 < i
having distribution F for

i~en

and distribution G otherwise.

estimator of the change-point e E (0,1) is proposed.

<

n}

An

The estimator,

which is itself based upon a density estimate, requires no knowledge
of the functional forms or parametric families of F and G.

Further-

more, F and G need not differ in their means (or other measure of
central tendency).
•

The only requirements are that F and G satisfy

certain regularity conditions, and that their corresponding densities
differ on a set of nonzero Lebesgue measure.

Almost sure convergence

of the estimator towards e is proved.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

n
n
Let Xl' "., Xn be independent random variables with:

..

X~, .. " X

C8n ] identically distributed with distribution F;

X[8n]+1' .. " X~ identically distributed with distribution G,
where [y] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding y.
The parameter e E{O,l) is the change-point to be estimated.

The body

of literature addressing this problem is extensive, but most of the
work is based upon at least one of the following assumptions:
(i)

F and G are known to belong to parametric families (e.g. normal),

or are otherwise known in functional form;
,)

(ii)

F and G differ, in particular, in their levels (e.g. mean or

median) .
Hinkley (1970) and Hinkley & Hinkley (1970) use maximum likelihood
to estimate e in the situation where F and Gare from the same parametric
family.

Hinkley (1972) generalizes this method to the case where Fand

G may be arbitrary known distributions, or alternatively where a sensible
discriminant function (for discriminating between F and G) is known.
Cobb's (1978) conditional solution also requires F and G to be known.
These authors generally suggest that any unknown parameters in F and
G can be estimated from the sample, but nevertheless F and G must be
specified as functions of those parameters.

Smith (1975) takes a

Bayesian- approach also requiring assumptions of type (i).
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At the other extreme, Darkhovshk (1976) presents a nonparametric
estimator based on the Mann-Whitney statistic.

Although his estimator

makes no explicit use of the functional forms of F and G, his
asymptotic results require (ooG(x)dF(x);.t.

This excludes cases

where F and G are both symmetric and have a common median.
Bhattacharyya & Johnson (1968) give a nonparametric test for the
presence of a change-point, but again under the type (ii) assumption
that the variables after the change are stochastically larger than
those before.

(See Shaban (1980) for an annotated bibliography of

some of the change-point literature.)
In contrast to assumptions of types (i) and (ii), the estimator
studied here does not require any knowledge of F and G (beyond some
regularity conditons); and virtually any salient difference between
F and G will ensure detection of the change-point (asymptotically).
Specifically, we assume:
(I)

F and G are both absolutely continuous, with corresponding
densities f and g that are uniformly continuous on R ;

(II)

the set A={xER: If(x)-g(x)1 >O} has nonzero Lebesgue measure.
The intuition behind the proposed estimator is as follows.

For

a hypothetical (but not necessarily correct) change-point tE (0,1),
consider the pre-t density estimate thn(x), which is constructed as
if X~, ... , X ] were identically distributed, and the post-t density
Ctn
estimate h~(x), which is constructed as if XCtn ]+l' ... , X~ were
identically distributed.
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The former estimates the unknown mixture density:

.

th(x)

=][{t~e}

f(x) +I{t> e} (8 f(x) + (t-e) g(x))/t,

and the latter similarly estimates:

•

ht(x)

=I{t~e}

((e-t) f(x) + (l-e) g(x))/(l-t) + I {t> e} g(x) .

The integrated absolute difference between these two densities is:
JjJ(t) = roo Ith(x) - ht(x) I djJ(x)
=(I{t<e}
(l-e)/(l-t)+][{t>e}e/t)J jJ (e) ,
where jJ is any non-negative measure not depending on t.
JjJ(t) attains its maximum (over tE (0,1)) at t=e.

Note that

Thus a reasonable

estimator for e is the value of t that maximizes:
HjJ(t) = roo Ithn(x) - h~(x)1 djJ(x).
Although in principle many choices of jJ are possible, here jJ will
n

be the empirical probability measure jJ((_oo,x]) =

L

lI{Xi~x}/n.

In

i=l
practice this means that for fixed t we only have to evaluate
thn( • ) - h~( .) at the n sampl e poi nts.

If we had chosen jJ to be

Lebesgue measure, we would have to actually calculate (or approximate)
the area between the two density estimates.

A fixed grid of finitely

many weighted x-values is another possibility for jJ, but it seems
more natural to let the sample determine the x-values.
The parameterization of the change-point in terms of e E (0,1)
provides an increasing sample size on both sides of the change.
Hence the collections {X~, ... , X~} and {X~, ... , X~} (n<m) may be
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thought of as containing n variables in common (these occurring
towards the "middle" of the latter collection, and having entirely
different subscripts there than in the former collection).
Finally, no attempt is made here to discuss in general the subject
For this particular application, it is

of density estimation.

convenient to use a framework similar to that of Nadaraya (1965).
Hinkley (1972) suggests substituting a density estimate for the true
density in his likelihood-based change-point analysis.

For a biblio-

graphy of density estimation, see Wertz & Schneider (1979).

2.

THE ESTIMATOR

In order to formalize the ideas of Section 1, the following
additional definitions and assumptions are introduced.
Both thn(.) and h~(.) are kernel density estimates, for t

E

(0,1):

[tn]
I K((x-X~)/b([tn]))/[tn] b([tn]) ,
hn(x)
=
t
. 1
1=

h~(x) =

where:

1

n

L

i=[tn]+1

K((x-X~)/b(n-[tn]))/(n-[tn]) b(n-[tn]) ,
1

K(·) is a density function with bounded variation and

continuous derivative on lR; {b(n):
b(n) -r 0 as n+ oo

•

n~l}

is such that b(n)

0 and

The integrated absolute difference between these

density estimates is:
n

Hn(t)=

>

I

j=1

Ithn(XJ~)-h~(xJ~)I/n,

..
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which is itself an estimate of:
n
n
n
In(t)=j~l Ith(Xj)-ht(Xj)l/n .

•

,

by Hn (t) depends in
Since the accuracy of the approximation of J n (t)
'
turn upon the accuracy of thn(o) and h~(o) in approximating th(o) and
ht(o), we must restrict our attention to values of t that will yield
reasonably large sample sizes ([tn] and n-[tn]) for our density
estimates.

Specifically, we only consider tE [an,l-a n], where
{a:
is such that a nn-+ oo and a n i-O as n-+ oo • The change-point
n n>l}
estimator is then defined as:

In practice, an prohibits estimation of a change that is too close to
either end of the data string.

The constraint ann-+ oo requires the

minimum acceptable sample size to grow with n, thus ensuring increasing
precision (in estimating In(t) with Hn(t)) over the whole range of
acceptable t-values.

On the other hand, since ani-O, any eE (0,1)

will eventually be fair game.

(Darkhovshk (1976) assumes e E[a,l-a],

where a E (0,1) is known.)
Notice that Hn(t) depends upon t only through [tn], so for fixed
n there are at most n distinct values of Hn(o) to be compared (as t
ranges through (0,1)).
supremum does exist.

Therefore an estimator en attaining the
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3.

CONSISTENCY

For 8 n defined as in Section 2, and for 8 E (0,1), the following
consistency resul t holds. Its proof comprises the rest of this Section.
THEOREM.

If (I) and (II) of Section 1 hold, and {an} and {b(n)}
satisfy the additional condition:
2(n)}<oo
In=l n2 exp{-yanb
n

for all

then 8n + 8 almost surely as

y>O;

n+ oo .

(Selecting an=n- T, O<T<l, and b(n)=n- B, O<B<-!(l-T),

fulfills

all the requirements on these sequences.)
PROOF.

Since 8n is calculated by maximizing Hn(t) over t E [a n ,l-a n] ,
it is not surprising that we must show the convergence of

thn(x) and h~(x) towards th(x) and ht(x) to be uniform in t (as well
as in x).

The convergence of these density estimates is most easily

dealt with by breaking them up into sub-density-estimates that are
based on identically distributed variables (i.e. variables that are
all on the same side of 8).

The sub-density-estimates may be expected

to converge to either f(o) or g(o) (rather than a mixture density
like th(o) or ht(o)).

For obtaining convergence of the sub-density-

estimates, uniformly in t and x, the following Lemma will be applied.
(Proof of the Lemma is deferred to Section 4.)
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n
VI'
... , Vn
be independent and identically distributed
n
with absolutely continuous distribution Q and density q that is uni-

LEMMA.

•

•

Let

formly continuous.
for the Theorem.

Let

Bn ={(r,s,9.,m):
qn(x;r,s,9.,m) =

Let K(-), {an}' {b(n)} satisfy all the requirements

an2-r-s

and

[rn]

O~m~s<r~9. ~l},

and define

n

L

K((x-V )/b([9.n] - [mn]))/([9.n] - [mn]) b([9.n] - [mn]) .
i
i=[sn]+1

Then:
sup
sup !qn(x;r,s,9.,m) - (r-s) q(x)/(9.-m) I -+ 0 almost
(r,s,9.,m)E B x ElR
n
surely as n -+00.
This Lemma will now be used to show that Hn(t) approximates In(t)
uniformly well (in t).

However, we will restrict the range of t away

from e, so that the sample size is sufficient for those sub-densityestimates based on data between [tn] and [en].

This constraint will be

eliminated later in the argument.
PROPOSITION 1.

Let An = [an ,e-C1,] u [e+a n , I-a. n].

of the Theorem,

sup IHn(t) - In(t) 1-+ 0 almost surely.
tEA
n

PROOF.

Under the conditions

For t EAn we have:
n

Hn(t)-J (t)~ L (Ithn(XJ~)-th(X~)1 + Ihtn(X~)-ht(X~)I)/n
n
j=1
J
J
J
and Ithn(xj) - th(xj)1 ~I{t~e} Iqn(xj;t,O,t,O) - f(xj)1 +
lI{t> e} (lqn(xj;e,O,t,O) - e f(xj)/tl + Iqn(xj;t,e,t,O) - (t-e) g(xj)/tl) ,
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where the Y~IS

in the definition of qn(o) (see Lemma above) have

been replaced, with X~IS
that are identically distributed with either
1
density f or density g.

Each of the three terms on the right side

of the last inequality can be bounded above by a term of the form:
to

sup
sup Iqn(x;r,s,S/"m) - (r-s) q(x)/(S/,-m) I
(r,s,S/"m)EB n XER
which does not depend on

j

Ih~(X~) - ht(X~) I, so that
J

J

or t.

,

A similar argument applies to

sup (H (t) - J (t)) is bounded above by

tEA

n

n

n

.

a variable that converges to zero almost surely (by the Lemma).

Using

analogous logic on In(t) - Hn(t) proves Proposition l.
Still restricting attention to the set An' define en as:
en EA n for which Hn(8 n) = sup Hn(t), and en =en if en€: An'
tEA
n

Similarly, define t n =He.::. !}(e-a n) +He> !}(e+a n), so that:
t nE An and J (t)= sup J (t).
n n tEA n

Thus en maximizes Hn(o) over An' just

n

as en maximizes Hn(o) over [an,l-a n]; and t n maximizes In(o) over 'An'
just as e maximizes In(o) over [a n,l-a n]. (Note that t n is deterministic even though In(o) is a random function of t.)

Since Hn(o)

approximates In(o) uniformly well (for tE An)' by Proposition 1, the
maximizing value of In(o) (namely In(e)) is close to the value of
In(o) at the t-value which maximizes Hn(o) (namely t= en)'
formalized by:

This is
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PROPOSITION 2.

Under the conditions of the Theorem,

•

•

IJ n (8 n ) - In(e)

PROOf.

I 2-

2- IJ n (8 n ) - Hn (8 n ) 1+ IH n (8 n ) - In(t n ) I + IJn(t n ) - In(e) I
Proposition 1 eliminates the first term.
that either Hn(en)':Jn(tn)~Jn(en) or

For the second, observe

In(tn)~Hn(en)~Hn(tn); in

either case Proposition 1 applies again.

The third term is equal to:

(l-He<t} (l-e)/(l-8+a )-1{8>!}e/(e+a ))I (8).
n
n
n
And since In(e).: sup f(x) + sup g(x) < 00
xER
xER

,

Proposition 2 is proved.

Next we wish to show that Proposition 2 implies almost sure
.J

convergence of en to e.

But to do this we must first establish

that for some constant c>O: J n (e»c
for all n>n(w),
for almost
all w dt.

To this end denote zj = If(Xj) - g(xj)

I,

and write:

[en] n
y.
Z~/(n-[en])
J (e) = ([en]/n) 2 ZJ,/[en] + ((n-[8n])/n)
n
j=l
j=[en]+l J
Since {Z~: 1 < j < [en]} are bounded, independent, and identically
J

-

-

distributed, and so are {Z~: [en]+l2-j2-n}, the Strong Law of
J

Large Numbers yields:

If (x) - g (x) I
= p

f (x) dx + (l- e)

almost surely ,

J

An A
2

If (x) - g (x) I

g (x) dx
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where:

1\.1 = {xE: lR: f(x) > O} , 1\.2 = {xE: lR: g(x) > O}, and p> 0 •

The strict positivity of p follows from this logic:

If p = 0, then

m{f\n1\.l} =m{1\.n1\.2} = 0 (where m{·} is Lebesgue measure).

But A=-A uA ,
1 2
so that A= (AnAl) u (AnA2) and hence m{A} ~m{AnA1} + m{An1\.2} = 0,

which contradicts (II)'.

Putting c =!p

(say) establ ishes the

required boundedness below for I (8) .
n
Now for almost all WE: SG, there exists for given e: > 0 a
<5 E
=CE>O suchn
that: IJ ne
(8)-J (t)I<<5
: => 18-t\<e:, provided
n~n(w)

18-tl~E

and tE:(O,l).

(To see this, observe that when

n~n({j)):

implies

And by Proposition 2 we can have

!I n(8)-J n(8 n )1

<cSe:

n>N(e:,w),
for almost all wE:SG.
-

This shows that

en -+8

whenever
almost

surely.
Finally we must extend the convergence to apply to the unrestricted
estimator 8 . Consider an w on which 8 -+e holds. For given E:>O
n
n
we have len-81<E for all n.:.n(w,E:). Also an<e: for n sufficiently
large.

For such n, 8 either falls within (8-a , 8+a ), or else
n
n
n
falls in An (in which case e n=8 n ); either way len-81 < Ii: •
4.

PROOF OF LEMMA

This proof shows how the standard consistency arguments for
density estimates (see for example Nadaraya (1965)) may be adapted
to obtain uniformity in (r,s,Q"m) E:B n .

L
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Write

tln(x;r,s,R.,m) = Iqn(x;r,s,R.,m) -lE{qn(x;r,s,R.,m)}1

V =
sup
sup tl (x;r,s,R.,m).
n (r,s,R.,m}E B XE lR n
n
and b([R.n]-[mn])~b(n),
tln(x;r,s,R.,m) 5..

where Fn(u;r,s)

and

Since ([rn]-[sn])/(Un]-[mn]) 5.. 1 ,

we have:

i.roo K((x-u)/b([R.n]-[mn]))
.roo K((x-u)/b([R.n]-[mn]))

dFn(u;r,s)dQ(u)l/b(n) ,

puts mass l/([rn]-[sn]) at each of

Y ]+l' ... , YCrn]
Csn

The regularity conditions on Q and K permit integration by parts,
yielding:

tl (x;r,s,R.,m) < M 0 (r,s)/b(n), where M is a finite constant
n

-"

n

IFn(v;r,s) - Q(v) I.
vER
Now, Dn(r,s) depends on rand s only through ern] and [sn], each of
involving the total variation of K, and Dn(r,s)

=sup

which takes on at most n+1 distinct values as (r,s,R.,m) ranges through
B .
n

Hence, for E:>O :

pr{V > d < (n+1)2
sup
n
(r,s,R.,m)EB

pr{Dn(r,s) > E: b(n)/M} .
n

Furthermore, by Lemma 2 of Dvoretzky, Kiefer,

& Wolfowitz

(1956):

2
2 2
pr{D (r,s) > E: b(n)/M} < B exp{-2([rn]-[sn])E: b (n)/M }

n

-

<
-

B exp{-y E: a nn

b2(n)} ,

where B is a finite positive constant and YE:>O.

,

surely, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.

So V -+ 0 almost
n
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On the other hand,
I£{qn(x;r,s,~,m)} - (r-s) q(x)/(~-m)1 <

If:ooK( t/b( [~n]- [mn]) ) (q (x-t) -q (x) )dtl( [rn]- [sn]) / ([~n] -[mn]) b( [~n]-[mn])
+ q(x)

I ([r:n]-[sn])/([~n]-[mn]) -

(r-s)/(~-m)

I .

The term within the last absolute value can be bounded by 4/na , so we
n
only need to deal with:

( J

Itl~8

<

-

sup

Itl~6

I q(x-t)-q(x) I dt

K(t/b)

f

+

K(t/b)

I q(x-t)-q(x) I dt)/b

Itl>6

Iq( x- t ) - q( x ) I

+ 2A

f

K( t )dt ,

Itl>6/b

where A is a finite constant bounding q(o),and the argument of b(o)
has been suppressed.

Let £>0 be given.

there exists a 0 > 0 such that sup
£
xE lR
And, for n> n
-

£

sup

By q1s uniform continuity,

I t 1<0
-£

Iq(x-t)-q(x) 1< !£ .

we can have a n 1arge enough so that
n

b=b([~n]-[mn])<b(a n-1) is small enough to make 2A

-

J

K(t)dt<!£

n I t1>0 /b
£

for all (r,s,~,m)E: B .
n

I thank J. Stephen Marron for several helpful discussions relating
to this work.
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